
 

Horde, Alliance Artillery Blitzkrieg. Company of Heroes Tales of Valor Patch 2602 to 2700 28. After many years, Company of Heroes Tales of Valor is still going strong and has recently undergone a major update. This update included substantial changes to the interface and gameplay options. These changes were designed to release more information and reduce the amount of clutter on the
battlefield so players can coordinate more efficiently for better victory. Now there will be a single command bar at the top that can be customized with which commands to use as well as other options such as selecting how you want certain types of units produced or what side you want planes controlled by. The objective markers have also been redesigned so that they no longer show every single
object on the map, only those that you could possibly interact with such as buildings, units, munitions crates, etc. They have been dumped into a single unit that can be selected from the command menu. This has made it easier to identify what you need to capture and control to achieve your goals. In order to help players avoid getting lost where there was previously much confusion, the player will now
spawn at a pre-determined location on the map once they complete a mission. The allied invasion has also been redesigned to make it easier for players to make a difference in Europe. It is now more dependant on mere units holding specific spots as well as the player’s own abilities. The team will be holding regular updates to Tales of Valor, including new weapons and units. Source:
http://store.steampowered.com/app/65600/ http://www.computerandvideogames.com/296470/company-of-heroes-tales-of-valor-patch/ Company of Heroes Tales of Valor Patch 2602 to 2700 28. Company of Heroes Tales of Valor Patch 2602 to 2700 28 http://store.steampowered.com/app/65600
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